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Abstract

Many programs need to access data in a relational
database. This is usually done by means of queries writ-
ten in SQL. Although the language SQL is declara-
tive, certain runtime errors are possible. Since the oc-
currence of these errors depend on the data, they are
not easily found during testing. The question whether a
query is safe can be reduced to a consistency check. It is
well known that consistency is in general undecidable,
and that this applies also to SQL queries. However, in
this paper, we propose a consistency check that can han-
dle a surprisingly large subset of SQL (it uses Skolem-
ization with sorted Skolem functions, and a few other
tricks). This consistency check is also the basis for gen-
erating other semantic warnings. Furthermore, it can
be used to generate test data for SQL queries.

Topics: Model Construction, Information Systems,
Static Analysis, Software Quality.

Keywords: SQL, Runtime Errors, Consistency.

1. Introduction

Probably a large percentage of the software that
is developed today uses data stored in a relational
database. The database is normally accessed with state-
ments in the language SQL, especially queries. Al-
though SQL is a declarative language, there are situa-
tions in which errors might occur at runtime that depend
on the data. A typical case is “SELECT-INTO” in Em-
bedded SQL (including, e.g., SQLJ):

SELECT S.EMAIL
INTO :E
FROM STUDENTS S
WHERE S.FNAME = :FN
AND S.LNAME = :LN

This assumes that there is a table STUDENTS with
columns SID (unique student number, primary key),
FNAME (first name), LNAME (last name), and EMAIL.

If it should ever happen that the table contains two rows
that match the condition (i.e. two students with the same
first and last name), a runtime error (exception) occurs
when the query is executed. Since this error is proba-
bly not anticipated, it will not be handled well, and the
error message shown to the user will not be helpful.

If we want to develop quality software, we should
make sure that such errors can never occur. In the exam-
ple, if “FNAME, LNAME” is declared as secondary key
of the table, the above query is safe. Of course, then in-
serting two students with the same first and last name
is impossible (Since this does occur in practice, another
means of identification must be used.)

Note that if a programmer wrongly assumes that first
name and last name are unique, at least manually de-
veloped test data will of course satisfy this condition,
and the error is not detected during testing. All assump-
tions about the data must be enforced using constraints.

It is true that some database interfaces (e.g., JDBC)
do not support SELECT-INTO: There, one always gets
a result set, so this error cannot occur. But the program-
mer would normally not use a loop if he or she assumes
that the result is a singleton. A warning would certainly
be useful if there can be more than one tuple in the re-
sult set, but the program contains only code for access-
ing the first element. See also Section 2 for runtime er-
rors in SQL that do not depend on the interface.

But let us return to the SELECT-INTO example.
The question whether the exception is possible can eas-
ily be reduced to a consistency test. In the example, we
must check whether the query

SELECT *
FROM STUDENTS S1, STUDENTS S2
WHERE S1.FNAME = :FN
AND S1.LNAME = :LN
AND S2.FNAME = :FN
AND S2.LNAME = :LN
AND S1.SID <> S2.SID

can ever have a non-empty result. If it can, the database
state in which the above query produces an answer pro-
vides an example in which the original query causes the



exception. If, however, the above query has always an
empty result (i.e. its condition is inconsistent), the orig-
inal query is safe.

It is well known that the consistency of formulas
is undecidable in first-order logic, and that this ap-
plies also to database queries. For example, one can
write a query (without datatype operations) that checks
whether the database contains a solution to a Post’s cor-
respondence problem, see [1], Section 6.3.

Nevertheless, there are many solutions for subsets of
SQL. For conjunctions of comparisons (with dense do-
mains), it seems that the method of [8] is the state of
the art. In this paper (Section 3), we show how it can
be extended to handle many cases of subqueries. We
also treat the problem of null values (SQL uses a three-
valued logic for them). In this way, the consistency of
a surprisingly large subset of SQL can be decided. Our
method is based on the well-known idea of Skolemiza-
tion, but further tricks are needed to keep the Herbrand
universe finite as far as possible.

Runtime errors in SQL are briefly discussed in Sec-
tion 2. Besides these safety problems, there are many
more cases, where warnings should be generated for
SQL queries that are strange and probably not intended,
or at least sub-optimal, see [2]. The consistency check
presented in this paper is an important subroutine for
many of SQL quality tests. We are currently develop-
ing a semantic checker for SQL (called SQLLint), see

http://dbs.informatik.uni-halle.de/
sqllint/

The current version of the prototype contains the con-
sistency check described in this paper.

Finally, for testing database applications, interesting
test data must be generated. It seems that this problem
has not been discussed often in the literature, where [13]
is a noteable exception. Our consistency check can also
be used to generate test data, and in contrast to [13] it is
not necessary to define beforehand how many rows are
needed in each table.

2. Possible Runtime Errors in SQL

As explained in the introduction, if the INTO-clause
is used for storing the query result in program variables,
the query must never return more than one row. Suppose
the given query is

SELECT t1, . . ., tk
INTO v1, . . ., vk

FROM R1 X1, . . ., Rn Xn

WHERE ϕ

In order to make sure that there are never two solutions,
we duplicate the tuple variables and check the follow-
ing query for consistency. If it is consistent (including
the constraints as explained in Section 3.3), a runtime
error can occur, and the constructed model gives an ex-
ample:

SELECT *
FROM R1 X1, ..., Rn Xn,

R1 X ′
1, ..., Rn X ′

n

WHERE ϕ AND ϕ′

AND (X1 �= X ′
1 OR · · · OR Xn �= X ′

n)

The formula ϕ′ results from ϕ by replacing each Xi

by X ′
i . We use Xi �= X ′

i as an abbreviation for requir-
ing that the primary key values of the two tuple vari-
ables are different (we assume that primary keys are al-
ways NOT NULL). If one of the relations Ri has no de-
clared key, it is always possible that there are several so-
lutions (if the condition ϕ is consistent).

If the given query uses “SELECT DISTINCT”, one
needs to add a test that the result tuples differ:

(t1 �= t′1 OR · · · OR tk �= t′k
OR t1 IS NULL AND t′1 IS NOT NULL
OR t′1 IS NULL AND t1 IS NOT NULL
. . .
OR tk IS NULL AND t′k IS NOT NULL
OR t′k IS NULL AND tk IS NOT NULL)

The same problem can occur with conditions of the
form A = (SELECT ...): Whenever a subquery is
used as scalar expression, it must not return multiple
rows. If the subquery is non-correlated (i.e. does not ac-
cess tuple variables from the outer query), we can use
exactly the same test as above. If the query is correlated,
it might not be completely clear what knowledge from
the outer condition should be used (as usual for runtime
errors, evaluation order becomes important here). In or-
der to be safe, we propose to ignore the outer condition.
Let the subquery have the form

SELECT t1, . . ., tk
FROM R1 X1, . . ., Rn Xn

WHERE ϕ

If it accesses the tuple variables S1 Y1, . . ., Sm Ym from
the outer query, we would require that the following
query is inconsistent (after adding the constraints):

SELECT *
FROM R1 X1, ..., Rn Xn,

R1 X ′
1, ..., Rn X ′

n,
S1 Y1, ..., Sm Ym

WHERE ϕ AND ϕ′

AND (X1 �= X ′
1 OR · · · OR Xn �= X ′

n)



Further runtime errors, which can be handled with
similar methods, are:

1. Using SELECT INTO or FETCH without an indi-
cator variable when the corresponding result col-
umn can be null.

2. Possibly type conversion errors from strings to
numbers when the string does not have a numeric
format.

3. Datatype operators can have the usual problems
(e.g., division by zero). If the critical operation ap-
pears in the SELECT-clause, one can assume that
the WHERE-condition is satisfied. However, if it ap-
pears in the WHERE-clause, only the satisfaction of
the constraints can be safely assumed, since the op-
timizer is free to choose any evaluation sequence.
Note that an approach relying on testing is im-
possible in this case since the evaluation sequence
may change in future versions of the DBMS.

In this paper, only queries are considered. Of course,
updates can also generate runtime errors if they violate
a constraint. However, in this case the analysis is inso-
far more difficult, as the statement in itself is usually
not safe, and one must consider the surrounding pro-
gram code (i.e. checks done before the update is exe-
cuted).

3. Inconsistent Conditions

In this section, we present an algorithm for detecting
inconsistent conditions in SQL queries. Since the prob-
lem is in general undecidable, we can handle only a sub-
set of all queries. However, our algorithm is reasonably
powerful and can decide the consistency of surprisingly
many queries.

To be precise, consistency in databases means that
there is a finite model, i.e. a relational database state
(sometimes called a database instance), such that the
query result is not empty.

In this paper, we assume that the given SQL query
contains no datatype operations, i.e. all atomic formu-
las are of the form t1 θ t2 where θ is a comparison op-
erator (=, <>, <, <=, >, >=), and t1, t2 are attributes
(possibly qualified with a tuple variable) or constants
(literals). Null values and IS NULL are treated in Sec-
tion 3.5, before that, they are excluded. Aggregations
are not treated in this paper, they are subject of our fu-
ture research.

3.1. Conditions Without Subqueries

If the query contains no subqueries, the consistency
can be decided with methods known in the literature, es-
pecially the algorithms of Guo, Sun and Weiss [8].

The condition then consists of the above atomic for-
mulas connected with AND, OR, NOT. We first push
negation down to the atomic formulas, where it sim-
ply “turns around” the comparison operator. In this way,
NOT is eliminated from the formula. Then, we translate
the formula in disjunctive normal form: ϕ1 ∨ · · · ∨ ϕn

is consistent iff at least one of the ϕi is consistent.
Now a conjunction of the above atomic formulas can

be tested for satisfiability with the method of [8]. They
basically create a directed graph in which nodes are la-
beled with “Tuplevariable.Attribute” (maybe a repre-
sentative for an equivalence class with respect to =) and
edges are labeled with < or ≤. Then they compute an
interval of possible values for each node. Note that SQL
data types like NUMERIC(1) also restrict the interval
of possible values.

Unfortunately, if there is only a finite number of val-
ues that can be assigned to nodes, inequality conditions
(t1 <> t2) between the nodes become important and can
encode graph-coloring problems. Therefore, we can-
not expect an efficient algorithm if there are many <>-
conditions. Otherwise, the method of [8] is fast. (How-
ever, the DNF transformation that we apply before [8]
can lead to an exponential increase in size.)

3.2. Subqueries

For simplicity, we treat only EXISTS subqueries.
Other kinds of subqueries (IN, >=ALL, etc.) can be re-
duced to the EXISTS case. For example, Oracle per-
forms such a query rewriting before the optimizer works
on the query. We also assume without loss of generality
that all occurring tuple variables have different names.

Let us first classify variables as existential or univer-
sal, depending on how they would be quantified (∃ or ∀)
in tuple relational calculus if the query were converted
to prenex normal form:

Definition 1 Given a query Q, let us call a tuple vari-
able in Q existential if it is declared in the FROM-clause
of the main query or of a subquery that is nested in-
side an even number (including 0) of NOTs, and univer-
sal otherwise.

Example 1 In the examples, we use a database schema
that contains the grades students received on homework
exercises. It consists of three relations:



• STUDENTS(SID, FNAME, LNAME, EMAIL)

• EXERCISES(ENO, TOPIC)

• GRADES(SID→STUDENTS,
ENO→EXERCISES, POINTS)

The following SQL query lists students that received full
credit (10 points) for all exercises:

SELECT S.FNAME, S.LNAME
FROM STUDENTS S
WHERE NOT EXISTS

(SELECT *
FROM EXERCISES E
WHERE NOT EXISTS

(SELECT *
FROM GRADES G
WHERE G.SID = S.SID
AND G.ENO = E.ENO
AND G.POINTS = 10))

S and G are existential tuple variables, and E is a uni-
versal tuple variable. Our algorithm will find a model in
which the table EXERCISES is empty. Since such mod-
els are not very typical, one could automatically add
conditions to the query that enforce the existence of at
least one tuple in each relation. In the example, it would
suffice to add (at the end of the WHERE-clause):

AND EXISTS (SELECT *
FROM EXERCISES E1)

However, for the sake of the example, let us suppose that
we want to make sure that there are at least two exer-
cises with specific numbers, therefore we add instead

AND EXISTS (SELECT *
FROM EXERCISES E1
WHERE E1.ENO = 1)

AND EXISTS (SELECT *
FROM EXERCISES E2
WHERE E2.ENO = 2)

Now E1 and E2 are further existential tuple vari-
ables.

In automated theorem proving (see, e.g., [4]), it is
a well-known technique to eliminate existential quanti-
fiers by introducing Skolem constants and Skolem func-
tions. This simply means that a name is given to the tu-
ples that are required to exist. For tuple variables that
are not contained in the scope of a universal quantifier
(such as S, E1, and E2 in the example), a single tuple is
sufficient in the database state. However, for an existen-
tial tuple variable like G that is declared within the scope
of a universal tuple variable (E) a different tuple might

be required for every value for E. Therefore, a function
fG is introduced that takes a value for E as a parame-
ter and returns a value for G. Such a function is called a
Skolem function. Formally, there are also Skolem func-
tions fS, fE1, and fE2, but these functions have no pa-
rameters (they are Skolem constants).

Let us make precise what parameters Y the Skolem
function fX for a tuple variable X must have:

Definition 2 An existential tuple variable X depends
on a universal tuple variable Y iff

1. the declaration of X appears inside the scope of Y,
and

2. Y appears in the subquery in which X is declared
(including possibly nested subqueries).

The second part of the condition is not really re-
quired, but it reduces the number of parameters which
will help us to handle more queries.

In contrast to the classical case of automated theo-
rem proving, we use a “sorted” logic: Each tuple vari-
able can range only over a specific relation. Therefore
our Skolem functions have parameter and result types.
For example, the function fG in the example assumes
that a tuple from the relation EXERCISES is given, and
returns a tuple from the relation GRADES.

Definition 3 Given a query Q, a set of sorted Skolem
constants and functions SQ is constructed as follows:
For each existential tuple variable X ranging over re-
lation R, a Skolem constant/function fX of sort R is
introduced. Let Y1, . . . , Yn be all universal tuple vari-
ables, on which X depends, and let Yi range over rela-
tion Si. Then fX has n parameters of sort S1, . . . , Sn.

In the example, there are three Skolem constants and
one Skolem function:

• fS: STUDENTS,

• fG: EXERCISES → GRADES,

• fE1: EXERCISES,

• fE2: EXERCISES.

Definition 4 Given a query Q, and a relation R, let
TQ(R) be the set of all terms of sort R that can be built
from the constants and function symbols in SQ respect-
ing the sorts. Let TQ be the union of the TQ(R) for all
relation symbols R appearing in Q.

TQ is a kind of Herbrand universe. In Example 1,

• TQ(STUDENTS) = {fS},

• TQ(EXERCISES) = {fE1, fE2},



• TQ(GRADES) = {fG(fE1), fG(fE2)}.

Of course, in general it is possible that infinitely
many terms can be constructed. If we really cannot pre-
dict how large a model (database state) must be, our
method is not applicable. However, we show in Sec-
tion 3.4 how we can often prove that different elements
of the Herbrand universe must be the same tuple. But
first note that an infinite Herbrand universe requires at
least a nested NOT EXISTS subquery (otherwise only
Skolem constants are produced, no real functions). The
case with only a single level of NOT EXISTS sub-
queries corresponds to the quantifier prefix ∃∗∀∗, for
which it is well known that the satisfiability of first or-
der logic is decidable (this was proven 1928 by Bernays
and Schönfinkel). However, as the example shows, our
method can sometimes handle subquery structures that
go beyond the ∃∗∀∗ quantifier prefix: Since we use a
sorted logic, the set of Skolem terms is not necessarily
infinite even when there are proper function symbols.

Once we know how many tuples each relation must
have, we can easily reduce the general case (with sub-
queries) to a consistency test for a simple formula as
treated in [8] (see Section 3.1):

Definition 5 Let a query Q be given, and let TQ be fi-
nite. The flat form of the WHERE-clause is constructed
as follows:

1. Replace each tuple variable X of the main query
by the corresponding Skolem constant fX .

2. Next, treat subqueries nested inside an even num-
ber of NOT: Replace the subquery

EXISTS (SELECT . . .
FROM R1 X1, . . ., Rn Xn

WHERE ϕ)
by
(σ(ϕ) AND NE R1 AND . . . AND NE Rn)

where the substitution σ replaces each existential
tuple variable Xi by fXi

(Yi,1, . . . , Yi,mi
). Here

Yi,1, . . . , Yi,mi
are all universal tuple variables on

which Xi depends.

3. Finally treat subqueries that appear within an odd
number of negations as follows: Replace the sub-
query

EXISTS (SELECT . . .
FROM R1 X1, . . ., Rn Xn

WHERE ϕ)

by

((σ1(ϕ) OR . . . OR σk(ϕ))
AND NE R1 AND . . . AND NE Rn)

where σi are all substitutions that map the vari-
ables Xj to a term in TQ(Rj). Note that k = 0 is
possible, in which case the empty disjunction can
be written 1=0 (falsity).

The predicates NE Ri (“Ri is nonempty”) are
needed only in very exceptional cases, see Exam-
ple 2 below. A simple analysis of the example query
shows that they are not required (no existential tu-
ple variables are introduced in disjunctive context).
Therefore, let us compute the flat form of the exam-
ple without the NE Ri predicates. We then first sub-
stitute S by fS, E1 by fE1, E2 by fE2, and G by fG(E).
Since E is of type EXERCISES, and fE1 and fE2 are
the only elements of TQ(EXERCISES), the disjunc-
tion consists of two cases with E replaced by fE1 and
by fE2, respectively:

SELECT fS.FNAME, fS.LNAME
FROM STUDENTS S

-- replaced by fS
WHERE
NOT(EXISTS

(SELECT *
FROM EXERCISES E

-- version for fE1
WHERE NOT EXISTS(

SELECT *
FROM GRADES G -- fG(fE1)
WHERE fG(fE1).SID = fS.SID
AND fG(fE1).ENO = fE1.ENO
AND fG(fE1).POINTS = 10))

OR
EXISTS
(SELECT *
FROM EXERCISES E

-- version for fE2
WHERE NOT EXISTS(

SELECT *
FROM GRADES G -- fG(fE2)
WHERE fG(fE2).SID = fS.SID
AND fG(fE2).ENO = fE2.ENO
AND fG(fE2).POINTS = 10))

)
AND EXISTS(SELECT *

FROM EXERCISES E1
-- replaced by fE1

WHERE fE1.ENO = 1)
AND EXISTS(SELECT *

FROM EXERCISES E2
-- replaced by fE2

WHERE fE2.ENO = 2)



Formally, we would directly construct the flat form
of the above query, in which the SELECT/FROM clauses
and the EXISTS/WHERE keywords are removed:

NOT( NOT( fG(fE1).SID = fS.SID
AND fG(fE1).ENO = fE1.ENO
AND fG(fE1).POINTS = 10)

OR NOT( fG(fE2).SID = fS.SID
AND fG(fE2).ENO = fE2.ENO
AND fG(fE2).POINTS = 10))

AND (fE1.ENO = 1)
AND (fE2.ENO = 2)

This is logically equivalent to

fG(fE1).SID = fS.SID
AND fG(fE1).ENO = fE1.ENO
AND fG(fE1).POINTS = 10
AND fG(fE2).SID = fS.SID
AND fG(fE2).ENO = fE2.ENO
AND fG(fE2).POINTS = 10
AND fE1.ENO = 1
AND fE2.ENO = 2

A model (database state) will look as follows (with any
SID s and arbitrary values in the open table entries):

STUDENTS

Tuple SID FIRSTNAME LASTNAME
fS s

EXERCISES

Tuple ENO TOPIC
fE1 1
fE2 2

GRADES

Tuple SID ENO POINTS
fG(fE1) s 1 10
fG(fE2) s 2 10

As in this example, it is always possible to con-
struct a database state that produces an answer to the
query from a model of the flat form of the query. The
database state will have one tuple in relation R for each
term in TQ(R) (and no other tuples). It is possible that
two of the constructed tuples are completely identical
(i.e. there can be fewer tuples than elements in TQ(R)).
In exceptional cases, it might even happen that a rela-
tion R must be made empty although TQ(R) is non-
empty:

Example 2 In contrast to standard predicate logic, do-
mains can be empty in SQL. Consider:

SELECT * FROM DUMMY
WHERE EXISTS

(SELECT * FROM R WHERE 1=2)
OR NOT EXISTS

(SELECT * FROM R)

This is consistent in SQL because R can be empty. In
this situation the predicate NE R is needed in our con-
struction (because of the first subquery, we would gen-
erate a Skolem constant of type R, but NE R permits to
invalidate or effectively remove it).

Theorem 1 Let a query Q be given such that TQ is fi-
nite. Q is consistent iff the flat form of Q is consistent.

For the proof, see: http://dbs.informatik.
uni-halle.de/sqllint/ccheck05.pdf

3.3. Integrity Constraints

The above algorithm constructs just any model of the
query, not necessarily a database state that satisfies all
constraints. However, it is easy to add conditions to the
query that ensure that all constraints are satisfied. For
instance, consider the following constraint on GRADES:

CHECK(POINTS >= 0)

Then the following condition would be added to each
query that references GRADES:

AND NOT EXISTS
(SELECT *
FROM GRADES
WHERE NOT(POINTS >= 0))

The original query is consistent relative to the con-
straints iff this extended query is consistent.

Note that pure “for all” constraints like keys or
CHECK-constraints do not need nested subqueries and
thus never endanger the termination of the method. No
new Skolem functions are constructed, the conditions
are only instantiated for each existing Skolem term
of the respective sort (relation). This is also what one
would intuitively expect.

Foreign keys, however, require the existence of cer-
tain tuples, and therefore might sometimes result in an
infinite set TQ. This is subject of the next section.

3.4. Restrictions and Possible Solutions

As mentioned above, the main restriction of our
method is that the set TQ must be finite, i.e. no tuple
variable over a relation R may depend directly or indi-
rectly on a tuple variable over the same relation R. This



is certainly satisfied if there is only a single level of sub-
queries.

However, GRADES has a foreign key ENO that refer-
ences EXERCISES. This can be enforced in models by
adding the following condition to all queries:

AND NOT EXISTS
(SELECT *
FROM GRADES C
WHERE NOT EXISTS

(SELECT *
FROM EXERCISES P
WHERE P.ENO = C.ENO))

We now get a Skolem function

fP : GRADES → EXERCISES.

In itself this would be no problem, and actually there
will never be a problem if the foreign keys are not
cyclic and the query itself contains only a single level
of NOT EXISTS. But in Example 1, the query intro-
duces the Skolem function

fG : EXERCISES → GRADES.

Together we can now generate infinitely many terms:
fE1, fG(fE1), fP(fG(fE1)), fG(fP(fG(fE1))), and so on.

However, it is easy to prove that fP(fG(fE1)) = fE1:
We know that

fG(fE1).ENO = fE1.ENO and
fP(fG(fE1)).ENO = fG(fE1).ENO.

Since ENO is key of EXERCISES, the two tuples must
be the same. Our claim is that adding such a check
solves nearly all cases that occur in practice.

One case that is not solved are cyclic (recursive) for-
eign keys. Because of the undecidability, this problem
can in general not be eliminated. However, one could at
least heuristically try to construct a model by assuming
that, e.g., 2 tuples in the critical relation R suffice. Then
TQ(R) would consist of two constants and one would
replace each subquery declaring a tuple variable over R
by a disjunction with these two constants. For relations
not in the cycle, the original method could still be used.
If the algorithm of Section 3.1 constructs a model, the
query is of course consistent. If no model is found, the
system can print a warning that it cannot verify the con-
sistency. At user option, it would also be possible to re-
peat the step with more constants.

3.5. Null Values

Null values are handled in SQL with a three-valued
logic. However, the consistency check [8] that we apply

here is based on a two-valued logic (they assume that
all attributes are not null). In this section, we will re-
move this restriction. First note that the presence of null
values really makes a difference:

Example 3 The following query is inconsistent in two-
valued logic (without null values):

SELECT X.A
FROM R X
WHERE NOT EXISTS (SELECT *

FROM R Y
WHERE Y.B = Y.B)

But in this DB state, the query result is non-empty:

R

A B
1 (null)

We can handle null values by introducing new logic
operators NTF (“null to false”) and NTT (“null to true”)
with the following truth tables:

p NTF(p) NTT(p)
FALSE FALSE FALSE
NULL FALSE TRUE
TRUE TRUE TRUE

In SQL, a query or subquery generates a result only
when the WHERE-condition evaluates to TRUE. Thus,
in Definition 5, we add the operator NTF for the query
and all subqueries. In Example 3, a Skolem constant fX
is introduced for the tuple variable X, and the elimina-
tion of the subquery gives the following formula:

NTF( NOT NTF(fX=fX))

As usual, NOT is first pushed down to the atomic formu-
las and is there eliminated by inverting the comparison
operator. This needs the following equivalences (which
can easily be checked with the truth tables):

• NOT NTF(ϕ) ≡ NTT(NOT ϕ)

• NOT NTT(ϕ) ≡ NTF(NOT ϕ)

Next the operators NTF and NTT can be pushed down to
the atomic formulas by means of the following equiva-
lences:

• NTF(ϕ1 AND ϕ2) ≡ NTF(ϕ1) AND NTF(ϕ2)
. . . (the same with NTT and both also with OR)

• NTT(NTF(ϕ)) ≡ NTF(ϕ)
. . . (and so on: the outer operator can be deleted)



Next, the formula is as usual converted to DNF. After
that, we must check the satisfiability of conjunctions of
atomic formulas that have the operator NTF or NTT ap-
plied to them. An attribute can be set to null iff it ap-
pears only in atomic formulas inside NTT and the for-
mula is not IS NOT NULL. Then it should be set to
null, because these atomic formulas are already satis-
fied without any restrictions on the remaining attributes.
Otherwise the attribute cannot be set to null. IS NULL
and IS NOT NULL conditions can now be evaluated.
After that, we apply the algorithm from [8] to the re-
maining atomic formulas (that are not already satisfied
because of the null values).

4. Related Work

As far as we know, there is not yet a tool for check-
ing given SQL queries for semantic/logical errors (ex-
cept tutoring systems that have handcrafted examples
built in).

Of course, for the problem of detecting inconsistent
conditions, a large body of work exists in the litera-
ture. In general, all work in automated theorem prov-
ing can be applied (see, e.g., [4]). The problem whether
there exists a contradiction in a conjunction of inequal-
ities is very relevant for many database problems and
has been intensively studied in the literature. Klug’s
classic paper [10] checks for such inconsistencies but
does not treat subqueries and assumes dense domains
for the attributes. The algorithm in [9] can handle recur-
sion, but only negations of EDB predicates, not general
NOT EXISTS subqueries. A very efficient method has
been proposed by Guo, Sun, Weiss [8]. We use it here
as a subroutine. Our main contribution is the way we
treat subqueries. Although this uses ideas known from
Skolemization, the way we apply it combined with an
algorithm like [8], apply the relations as sorts, and de-
tect equal terms in the Herbrand universe seems new.
We also can handle null values. Consistency checking in
databases has also been applied for testing whether a set
of constraints is satisfiable. A classic paper about this
problem is [3]. They give an algorithm which terminates
if the constraints are finitely satisfiable or if they are un-
satisfiable, which is the best one can do. However, the
approach presented here can immediately tell whether it
can handle the given query and constraints. Also in the
field of description logics, decidable fragments of first
order logic are used. Recently Minock [11] defined a
logic that is more restricted than ours, but is closed un-
der syntactic query difference.

Consistency of database queries has also connections
to semantic query optimization (see, e.g., [5]), and co-
operative query answering (see, e.g., [7, 6]). However,
in semantic query optimization, only relatively simple
consistency checks can be used for efficiency reasons
(optimization time must be amortized during later ex-
ecution). In cooperative query answering, a database
state is given: The system does not really notice that the
query is inconsistent, only that it yields an empty an-
swer in the current state. In both fields, the question for
possible runtime errors is not asked.

Of course, test data generation as in [13] is also a
form of consistency check, and both papers have in part
overlapping goals. However, the concrete methods are
quite different.

In [12], the coverage of test data for SQL statements
is analyzed.

5. Conclusions

Quality software must be reliable in the sense that
it never generates runtime errors (exceptions). A check
for the safety of SQL queries can be reduced to a consis-
tency check. In this paper, we proposed a new method
for checking the consistency of SQL queries: We used
a state-of-the-art algorithm for conjunctions of compar-
isons (=, �=, <, >, ≤, ≥) [8], and extended it by han-
dling subqueries with an interesting variant of Skolem-
ization, and null values/three-valued logic with opera-
tors “null-to-false” and “null-to-true”. The method can
also be used to generate test data. Our overall goal is
to develop a semantic checker for SQL queries [2]. The
consistency check described in this paper is already im-
plemented in the current prototype. In future work, we
intend to extend our consistency check to aggregations
(and LIKE).
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